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In high-resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering at the Ti L edge of the charge-density-wave system

1T-TiSe2, we observe sharp low energy loss peaks from electron-hole pair excitations developing at low

temperature. These excitations are strongly dispersing as a function of the transferred momentum of light.

We show that the unoccupied bands close to the Fermi level can effectively be probed in this broadband

material. Furthermore, we extract the order parameter of the charge-density-wave phase from

temperature-dependent measurements.

A detailed knowledge of the band structure of crystalline
solids near their Fermi energy is essential for describing
and understanding their low energy electronic properties.

For this purpose, momentum ~k-resolved spectroscopic
probes are necessary and angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES), which measures the one-particle
spectral function, is particularly appropriate, given its
excellent energy resolution. However, ARPES provides
information only on the occupied band structure, espe-
cially deficient in the case of gapped systems. Inverse
photoemission is a possible candidate for directly probing
the unoccupied band structure but offers only a poor energy
resolution. More insight in the band structure around
the Fermi energy can be gained from two-particle
spectroscopic techniques, like electron energy loss spec-
troscopy, which can measure electron-hole excitations
across the gap. However, this technique is demanding in
sample preparation, due to the limited escape depth of
electrons.

Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) is a good
answer to this issue, given its rapid technical progress
and its great potential [1–6]. As a photon-in and photon-
out technique, it does not require a complicated sample
preparation, and it is bulk sensitive. Similarly to electron
energy loss spectroscopy, it measures electron-hole exci-
tations and has early on been shown to give access to the
band structure of insulating and semimetallic materials by
varying the incident energy of the photons [7,8]. In these
experiments, band mapping was done by assigning peaks
in the x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) to high symmetry
points in the unoccupied band structure and linking them to

particular ~k-resolved positions in the occupied band struc-
ture, invoking momentum conservation in the scattering
process. However, this procedure has been applied on a

typical energy scale of 5 to 10 eV with an energy resolution
of about 0.5 to 1 eV.
In this Letter, we demonstrate that electron-hole excita-

tions in a charge-density-wave (CDW) material can di-
rectly be mapped with RIXS by changing the momentum
of light. With this method, sharp electron-hole excitations
at low energy loss and with a substantial dispersion are
measured in the CDW system 1T-TiSe2. Furthermore, a
detailed temperature dependence of these excitations
allows us to directly follow the evolution of the CDW
gap and its closing over a wide temperature range. This
observation of sharp momentum-dispersive peaks in a
broadband semimetallic material opens new perspectives
for probing the unoccupied states with RIXS.
RIXS experiments were performed at the ADRESS

beam line [9] of the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer
Institut, using the SAXES spectrometer [10]. RIXS spectra
were recorded in typically 4 h acquisition time, achieving a
statistics of 150–200 photons in the peak maxima of inter-
est (see below). A scattering angle of 130� was used, and
all the spectra were measured with linearly �-polarized
incident light [perpendicular to the scattering plane; see
Fig. 1(a)]. The combined energy resolution was 90 meVat
the Ti L edge (� 460 eV). 1T-TiSe2 single crystals were
cleaved [with a surface in the (001) direction] in situ at a
pressure of about 1� 10�8 mbar. The crystals were ori-
ented so that the transferred momentum of light lies in
the �ML plane [see Fig. 1(a)] and that the polarization of
light lies completely in the Ti plane.
1T-TiSe2 is a quasi-two-dimensional transition metal

dichalcogenide, which undergoes at Tc ¼ 200 K a second-
order phase transition towards a CDW phase [11], the origin
of which is still debated [12–15]. Its normal phase band
structure is at the edge between a semimetallic and a
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semiconducting configuration, actually strongly affected by
CDWfluctuations persisting well above Tc [16,17]. Near the
Fermi energy, it consists of Se 4p valence bands centered at
� and of Ti 3d conduction bands at L [see Fig. 1(b) for a
schematic picture]. We have recently developed a minimal
model, containing the topmost valence band at � and three
symmetry equivalent conduction bands atL having parabolic
dispersions along high symmetry directions [thick lines in
Fig. 1(b)], for describing the evolution of this band structure
in the CDW phase [18].

An XAS spectrum of 1T-TiSe2 at the L3 and L2 edges
has been measured at low temperature (16 K) and is shown
in Fig. 1(c), being typical for a d0 system in an octahedral
environment (Oh symmetry). At the L3 edge, the two main
peaks are separated by 1.7 eV due to the crystal field
splitting and correspond to the t2g (around 456.6 eV) and

eg (around 458.3 eV) manifolds.

Based on this XAS spectrum, we have measured RIXS
spectra at different incident energies along the L3 edge at
low temperature (16 K), well in the CDW phase. This
corresponds to resonantly exciting electrons from Ti
2p3=2 core levels with an incident energy @!i to unoccu-

pied d states close to the Fermi energy and to measuring
the energy of the photons @!f emitted by the deexcitation

of occupied electrons into the core hole. These spectra are
shown in Fig. 2(a) in an energy loss scale @ð!f �!iÞ. A
strong elastic line appears at 0 eV energy loss and the
fluorescence structure, already present around �3 eV en-
ergy loss (as expected for a semimetal), shifts to higher
energies, as the incident energy increases. A few broad
peaks can be seen between the fluorescence and the elastic
line and are probably due to high energy dd excitations, in

which d electrons are excited between different d orbitals.
The breadth of these peaks testifies to the dispersive nature
of the system. Most interestingly, however, sharper
Raman-like peaks (i.e., not moving as the incident energy
is changed) are observed close to the elastic line, when the
system is excited on the lower energy edge of the eg peak

[see the arrow in Fig. 1(c)]. This behavior is reminiscent of
a doped d0 system, as in LaAlO3=SrTiO3 heterostructures
[19], where the small portion of occupied states can give
rise to a weak shoulder precisely at this position (the Ti3þ
resonance) in the XAS spectrum [19]. Indeed, due to the
Ti-Se hybridization and to the presence of a small excess
of Ti atoms in its van der Waals gap, 1T-TiSe2 is actually
not purely in a d0 configuration, as one would imagine in a
simple ionic picture, but rather in a d0þ� configuration,
with � being small, of the order of 1% [11]. This is
confirmed by the observation of a partially occupied Ti
3d band in 1T-TiSe2 in photoemission at low temperature
[16]. As a consequence, we expect that the measured
XAS spectrum is the result of the superposition of d0 and
of d1 configurations, the latter having a much smaller
contribution (not visible here) than the former [20]. This
observation indicates that these low energy Raman-like
peaks are related to the states in the lowest occupied d
band. We will now focus on these peculiar low energy
peaks to extract information on the electronic structure
close to the Fermi energy.
To gain more insight into their origin, we have measured

these low energy loss peaks at an incident energy of
457.9 eV (middle of the edge of the eg peak) and at 16 K

as a function of the polar angle � relative to the specular
direction of the sample [see Fig. 1(a)]. This results in
changing the direction of the light momentum transferred

to the sample, ~Q ¼ ~k0 � ~k, and thus is modifying the size
of its projection on the Ti planes (ab plane), while keeping
it in the �ML plane. The corresponding measured spectra,
zooming in on the low energy loss region, are shown in
Fig. 3(a). These high statistics measurements reveal differ-
ent peaks, one of them exhibiting a remarkable dispersion.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Incident energy dependence of
the RIXS signal on 1T-TiSe2 (at 16 K, 4� away from specular),
measured along the XAS spectrum. (b) Band structure of
1T-TiSe2 calculated with DFT.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Scattering geometry of the experiment
with respect to a Ti layer (in the ab plane), with the Brillouin zone
of 1T-TiSe2. (b) Schematic band structure near the Fermi level.
(c) XAS of 1T-TiSe2 at the L edge for 16 K, in the specular
geometry with �-polarized light (i.e., perpendicular to the scat-
tering plane). (d) Model band structure of 1T-TiSe2 in the CDW
phase, where the topmost valence band is coupled with the (three
symmetry equivalent) conduction bands [thick lines in (b)] (see
the text).
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Starting at �0:39 eV close to specular (� ¼ �4�), an
intense sharp peak (1) disperses (and also broadens)
strongly to higher energy losses when increasing j�j.
Between this peak and the elastic line appears another
sharp and weaker peak (2), at �0:19 eV, which seems
not to disperse and quickly disappears in the tail of the
former peak, when going away from the specular position.
At angular positions close to grazing incidence (high j�j),
where peak (1) reaches�0:9 eV, another broad peak (3) is
observed at around �0:36 eV. Finally, in the low energy
loss region, a weak additional contribution (4) close to the
elastic line may be present at grazing incidence.

In order to understand the nature of these low energy
loss peaks in 1T-TiSe2, we first exclude phonons, as they
appear at much smaller energies in this material [22]. Then,
1T-TiSe2 is a broadband system, without any strong
magnetic moments [11]. Therefore, no magnetic excita-
tions are expected at this energy scale. As a consequence,
we focus on purely electronic excitations, namely electron-
hole excitations near the Fermi level.

Let usfirst look at theband structure of1T-TiSe2 [Fig. 2(b)]
in the normal phase (corresponding to the room temperature
phase), calculated by density functional theory (DFT) [23].
Although it is known that DFT fails to describe accurately
this band structure close to the Fermi levelEF, it provides us
with a good starting point for discussion. The bands below
EF have mostly Se 4p character [among which are the
valence bands described in Fig. 1(b)], while those above
EF have mostly Ti 3d character [among which are the
conduction bands described in Fig. 1(b)]. At L, the Ti 3d
conduction band crosses EF [see the arrow in Fig. 2(b)],
providing the d1 states contributing to the Ti3þ XAS. Thus,
when doing RIXS at incident energies exciting these states
resonantly, one probes the region in k space close to L.
However, based on this band structure, no dd excitations are
expected around L for energy losses below 1 eV.

Below 200 K, the electronic structure of 1T-TiSe2 close
to EF is strongly affected by the CDW phase, so that new
(backfolded) bands appear, in particular at L. Occupied
bands have been evidenced by ARPES and, on this basis,

we have developed a model for the electronic structure
in the CDW phase, which is characterized by an order
parameter � (similar to the one of the BCS theory of
superconductivity) determining the coupling between the
valence and the conduction bands [18]. Figure 1(d)
displays such bands in the CDW phase calculated with
� ¼ 100 meV, obtained by the coupling of the valence
band (at �) to the three symmetry equivalent conduction
bands at L. As shown here, in addition to the original
conduction band c1, the valence band v1 is now backfolded
from � to L, as well as conduction bands (c2, c3) coming
from other L points. Due to the strong hybrizidation
between these bands, the backfolded valence band v1
possesses a non-negligible d character (in the same way,
the conduction bands also possess some p character). This
opens new possibilities for interband electron-hole excita-
tions in the RIXS process, respecting the �L ¼ 0 selection
rule for dipolar transitions.
For simulating RIXS on 1T-TiSe2, we adopt a simple

approach, consisting of calculating the transferred light

momentum ~Q—and the energy loss @!loss—resolved con-
volution of the dispersions involved in the electron-hole

excitations, e.g., "v1ð ~kÞ and "cið ~k0Þ, so that the formula reads

IRIXSð!loss; ~QÞ /
Z
d ~k
Z
d ~k0�ð@!loss � "v1ð ~kÞ

� "cið ~k0ÞÞ� ~ðk� ~k0 � ~QÞNFð"v1ð ~kÞÞ
� ½1� NFð"cið ~k0ÞÞ�;

where the Fermi distribution NF accounts for the occupied
and unoccupied states. As input to this calculation, we use

the (renormalized) dispersions "v1ð ~kÞ, "cið ~kÞ (i ¼ 1; 2; 3)

shown in Fig. 1(d), calculated (using the CUBA library
[24]) from Ref. [18] using � ¼ 100 meV and the band
parameters given in Ref. [25]. We consider all the possible
inter- and intraband excitations involving these bands. The
� functions above are broadened by a Gaussian profile,
representing the instrumental energy resolution [26].
The resulting curves, summing up all electron-hole

excitations, are shown in Fig. 3(b). They compare well
with the experiment [Fig. 3(a)], the main peaks being
reproduced in energy loss position and dispersion. In par-
ticular, although many different inter- and intraband
excitations contribute, peak (1) in the experiment can be
associated to peak (a) in the simulation, which is mainly
traced back to the interband excitation between the (back-
folded) valence band v1 and the (backfolded) conduction
band c3 [see Fig. 1(d)]. This peak thereby confirms the
existence of the backfolded conduction band c3, never
observed before (only the occupied bands v1 and c1 have
been observed in ARPES [12]). Furthermore, peak (2) in
the experiment, associated to peak (b) in the simulation, is
mainly coming from the interband excitation between the
conduction bands c1 and c2 (which are degenerate at L)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Measured RIXS spectra as a function
of the polar angle �, for an incident energy of 457.9 eV and
T ¼ 16 K. (b) The corresponding calculated RIXS spectra using
the band structure in the CDW phase (see the text).
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and the (backfolded) conduction band c3 [see Fig. 1(d)]. At
energies far from EF, the conduction and valence band
dispersions are expected to deviate from the ideal parabolic
ones. Therefore, the calculated energy loss region higher
than 0.7 eV in Fig. 3(b) (left from the dashed line) may
exhibit discrepancies in comparison to the experiment in
Fig. 3(a).

Having now identified the origin of the dispersive peaks
measured in RIXS at low temperature, we can investigate
the temperature dependence of the RIXS spectra for our
CDW system. Figure 4(a) shows such a temperature de-
pendence for RIXS spectra measured at Qk ¼ 0:01�M.

Strong effects both in intensity and peak positions are
observed. Peak (1) is strongly suppressed when the tem-
perature increases towards room temperature and, at the
same time, it shifts towards the elastic line. The behavior of
peak (2) is more difficult to visualize, since it is strongly
influenced by peak (1) shifting to smaller energy loss and
by the elastic line. Close to the specular direction, the
spectrum is dominated by the band behavior close to their
extrema (at L). We have fitted the position of peak (1) as a
function of temperature [27] and the resulting curve is
shown in Fig. 4(b). Its collapse and shifting are direct
consequences of the temperature driving the system out
of the CDW phase to the normal phase at room tempera-
ture. Indeed, the distance between the maxima of the bands
v1 (Ev1) and c3 (Ec3) is the CDW gap in 1T-TiSe2 (the

original conduction band, c1, stays at its initial position,
acting as a spectator band [18]). It is related to the
order parameter of the CDW phase � by the relation
Ec3 � Ev1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
G
þ12�2

p
[16]. Using the valence-to-

conduction band overlap value (in the normal phase) of
jEGj ¼ 0:07 eV [12], the curve for the corresponding order
parameter � is calculated and shown in Fig. 4(c). It is in
good agreement with a similar analysis done in a previous

ARPES study [16], for which the main result has been
carried over in Fig. 4(c). This confirms further our assign-
ment of peak (1) to the electron-hole excitations across
the CDW gap. Actually, the CDW gap is directly measured
in this RIXS experiment, since electron-hole excitations
between the occupied and unoccupied bands are probed,
whereas in the ARPES experiment, the CDW gap was
inferred indirectly via the energy position of the conduc-
tion band c1 relative to the one of the backfolded band v1.
Looking at the RIXS spectra of Fig. 4(a), it is difficult to

infer a transition temperature, due to the merging of the
two peaks close to the elastic line at higher temperatures.
The presence of strong fluctuations of the CDW phase
above TCDW, evidenced in photoemission [16], is probably
a reason why it is smeared out and why low energy peaks
are still present (although weak) in the spectra close to room
temperature. This is further supported by the nonzero order
parameter above Tc extracted from our data [Fig. 4(c)],
which artificially simulates this fluctuation regime, for
which a solid theoretical understanding has been given
recently [17].
It is interesting to discuss the comparison of the RIXS

spectra measured close to specular [Fig. 4(a)] with optical
conductivitydata ofLi et al. [28], since in these data, electron-

hole excitations are also probed, but for ~Q¼0 �A�1. Indeed,
at 10 K, Li et al. observe only one peak at 0.4 eV, which
decreases in intensity for higher temperatures, and these
authors interpret it as a consequence of the CDW gap
opening. This is in agreement with our interpretation of
peak (1). Looking closer at their spectra, one may distinguish
another weak feature at lower energy, which could have the
same origin as our peak (2). Obviously, the matrix elements
of RIXS are in this particular case more favorable, since
peak (2) is clearly visible in our spectra.
It is at first sight very remarkable to observe such strong

band dispersion effects with so sharp peaks in RIXS data
obtained at the L edge. On the one hand, in strongly
correlated systems, which are particularly investigated
with RIXS nowadays for their magnetic properties, the
weakly screened core hole at the L edge gives rise to strong
excitonic effects and opens channels for relaxation of the
excited electron in the intermediate state. These effects
make the electron-hole excitation mapping more difficult
or even impossible [29]. On the other hand, one is usually
expecting in the case of dispersive systems to observe
broad features in the RIXS spectra, which makes it difficult
to get information on the band structure. Furthermore, for
metallic (or semimetallic) materials, the fluorescence may
dominate the spectra and hide any low energy excitation.
However, as emphasized by early RIXS works [8], in the

case of weakly correlated materials, the momentum ~k is
mostly conserved in the RIXS process, which has to be
seen as a one-step process with virtual intermediate states.
This allows then for interpretation of the RIXS spectra
in terms of electron-hole excitation mapping, as ideally

FIG. 4 (color online). RIXS spectra measured (a) at Qk ¼
0:01�M as a function of temperature. (b) The energy position
of peak (1) measured at Qk ¼ 0:01�M as a function of tem-

perature and (c) the corresponding order parameter �, together
with the order parameter derived from ARPES data in Ref. [16]
(see the text).
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illustrated with the case of 1T-TiSe2, making it possible to
retrieve information on unoccupied states.

In conclusion, we have performed resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering measurements at the L edge of Ti on the
charge-density-wave material 1T-TiSe2. Peculiar low
energy excitations are evidenced when the system is
excited at the main Ti3þ resonance. These low energy
excitations disperse as a function of the transferred mo-

mentum of light ~Q and are shown to be inter- and intraband
electron-hole excitations. This emphasizes the great poten-

tial of ~Q-dependent RIXS for doing band mapping in
broadband materials. Furthermore, temperature-dependent
RIXS spectra permit us to directly follow the CDW gap of
1T-TiSe2 as a function of temperature.
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